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ABSTRACT
Research in the software engineering community continues
to lead to new development techniques that encompass
processes, methods and tools. However, a number of
obstacles impede their infusion into software development
practices. These are the recurring obstacles common to
many forms of research. Practitioners cannot readily
identify the emerging techniques that may benefit them, and
cannot afford to risk time and effort evaluating and trying
one out while there remains uncertainty about whether it
will work for them. Researchers cannot readily identify the
practitioners whose problems would be amenable to their
techniques, and, lacking feedback from practical
applications, are hard-pressed to gauge the where and in
what ways to evolve their techniques to make them more
likely to be successful. This paper describes an ongoing
effort conducted by a software engineering research
infusion team, and the NASA Research Infusion Initiative,
established by NASA’s Software Engineering Initiative, to
overcome these obstacles.
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infusion within the NASA context, and proposes some
remedies, using microelectronics technologies as examples.
Software engineering is a technology area that is subject to
these infusion obstacles. Zelkowitz [3] observed this a
decade ago in the context of the NASA Software
Engineering Laboratory.
Recognition of the growing
prominence of software within the development and
operation of NASA spacecraft has led to the establishment
of the NASA Software Working Group, the purpose of
which is:
“...to develop and oversee the formulation and
implementation of an Agency wide plan to work
toward continuous, sustained software engineering
process and produce improvements in NASA; and
to ensure appropriate visibility of software issues
within the Agency” [4].
One of the strategies of this group is to “Improve NASA’s
software engineering practices through research.”, with with
a software research infusion team is charged with
facilitating.
This position paper describes this team’s
approach.
A full paper, if selected, would give
significantly more detail on specific infusions and their
successes and problem areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Technology infusion—the maturation and transfer of
research results into practical use—has long been a
desirable, yet challenging, goal [1]. NASA, like many
organizations, can benefit from successful technology
infusion. However, technology infusion is often difficult.
Shapiro [2] outlines some of the obstacles to technology

2. OBSTACLES
There are many obstacles to software engineering
technology infusion, such as the gap between researchers’
and practitioners’ concepts of adequate maturity;
inadequacy of the NASA Technology Readiness Level
(TRL) scale for quantifying the size of this gap; the riskaverse nature of most NASA software developers; and the
differing motivation structures for researchers and
developers. Rarely are there return-on-investment (ROI)
models, competitive analyses or other evidence to show a
research product’s value in specific development
environments. There are many software engineering
research products and it’s difficult for practitioners to

identify, evaluate and track those that may be appropriate
for them. The practitioner community is also somewhat
fragmented, with many contractors—who develop the
majority of NASA-funded software—unaware of previous
NASA funded software engineering research. Finally,
software development for NASA missions takes place in the
larger context of project management of the entire mission,
wherein there is reluctance to commit scarce resources to
try out technologies that haven’t been thoroughly proven,
and even more reluctance to placing them on any critical
path.

3. OVERCOMING OBSTACLES

(2) Can be incorporated into existing software
development practices with a minimum of
disruption.
(3) Are mid- to high-TRL (Technology Readiness
Level) research, demonstrating success on a real
project, and ready for use more or less “as-is”.
(4) Are either NASA-funded, or are related
technologies, or have been suggested by NASA
software developers. Future infusion is likely to
concentrate more on technologies that have been
funded by NASA, in order both to validate this
research and to ensure transfer of the technology
into NASA.

Our team’s approach to overcoming these obstacles includes:

1.

2.

3.

Information Gathering: We identify and assess
software engineering research that is of relevance
to NASA’s software development activities.
Included in this is research performed both within
and outside of NASA.
Information Dissemination: We identify the
channels to reach the NASA software practitioners
who might benefit from the research techniques.
We use these channels to publicize the research
techniques among NASA and its contractors’
software development teams.
Brokering Collaborations: We identify and
encourage promising collaborations between
researchers and NASA software engineering
practitioners. This is helped by the availability of
funds specifically devoted to support such
collaborations. Our infusion team helps
recommend the allocation of this funding to
worthy collaborations.

3.1 Information Gathering
Our information gathering efforts aim to identify software
engineering research taking place that is relevant to
NASA’s software development activities. Since our effort
was chartered in 2002, we have considered both research
performed within NASA, research from outside NASA, and
commercial products. Our team consists of members of the
software engineering research community from several of
the NASA centers, and JPL. Their experience and activity
within the software engineering milieu give the team a
broad awareness of ongoing developments in that arena.
We have narrowed our focus to software engineering
research results that:
(1) Have particular relevance to software assurance
(partly influenced by the fact that funding comes
from the Software Assurance Research Program).

3.2 Information Dissemination
Information on the research techniques that we have
identified is posted at the research infusion web site [5].
These are publicly accessible web pages, and so may be
located by practitioners within NASA and its contractors by
search, or by following links to these pages from various
other NASA web pages (for example, the NASA Software
Working Group’s pages).
Our team members have contacts with NASA software
practitioners at their respective centers and with contractors
as well. Presumably other NASA software engineering
researchers have similar contacts with software
practitioners, and might be expected to pursue these to
locate likely make connections between practitioners and
other research of which they are aware. Our infusion team,
through its involvement in gathering information on suitable
techniques, has at its fingertips deeper and broader
knowledge of those techniques, and so is better able to
recognize potential connections. In addition, specific site
visits have been conducted to NASA Centers and
contractors.

3.3 Brokering Collaborations
The research infusion team conducts an annual call for
research collaboration proposals. Proposals for such
funding must be submitted by a software practitioner (not
the technology provider), and must be for application of the
technique to actual project use (not for further research).
Unlike other research programs, the Research Infusion
Initiative optimizes the likelihood of a successful
collaboration by communicating with each proposal team
(wherever possible) prior to the proposal due date to
ensure, initially, that there is a good match of technique and
requirements, that the proposed collaboration is welldesigned, and finally that the nominal outcome of the
project will be a success by our standards

The funding range for each collaboration is $20,000–
$50,000 over a 6-month period. Funds are intended to be
used for risk-reduction in introducing the technology—for
example, for training, customer support, limited licenses
where required, and collaboration management, data
collection and analysis. Despite the low level of funding in
comparison to typical NASA project budgets, we have seen
an increase in the number of proposals over the three-year
history of the initiative.
Research Infusion established the following evaluation
criteria for submitted proposals. The proposal template
includes sections crafted to gather information on each of
these criteria:
a) Feasibility: Is the proposed collaboration
feasible? Are the skills of the participants relevant, the
funding adequate, the management plan sound?
b) Impact on NASA: What will be the impact on
NASA? Is the technique being applied to an important
project?
c) Likelihood that, if successful, the technique will
be adopted as part of the development team’s practice:
What is the likelihood that the technique, if successful in
the proposed collaboration, will be adopted as part of the
development team’s practice?
d) Adequate feedback provided to researchers: Is
adequate feedback provided to the researchers during the
collaboration? For example, bugs, metrics data, final report.
e) Good use of NASA funds: Is the proposed
collaboration a good use of NASA funds? The proposal’s
budget section addresses this question directly by stating
how the funds will be used. We also ask that the proposer
indicate what the impact will be on the development project
if the proposal is not implemented.

4. COLLABORATIONS
Our effort was chartered in 2002. We held NASA-wide
videoconferences in August of 2003, May of 2004 and
March 2005. At each of these we featured seven or more
promising assurance techniques (in the second and third
events, repeating some of the ones from previous years as
well as new ones), and announced a “call for collaboration
proposals”.
Following the selection process this lead to funding for a
selection of Research Infusion collaborations. Ten such
collaborations were initiated during 2004 – 2005. The
technologies included a technique for conducting more
efficient formal inspections; software defect classification
for process improvement; requirements analyzers; code
analyzers; and tools and a method for design rationale
capture.
The target application projects included spacecraft flight
software, a ground antenna controller, International Space

Station payloads, Space Shuttle and Space Shuttle Main
Engine software, and a mission design activity.
An additional seven collaborations have been approved for
2006.
Collaborations have been evaluated according to the
following criteria:
a. The success criteria of the collaboration projects
funded under this proposal are met. This includes a positive
rating for each product on the collaboration’s evaluation
criteria metric(s).
b. The research product is adopted by the
collaborating software development team for current use.
c. The research product is included in a list of
recommended development practices at a NASA Center or
by contractor.
d. The software development team using the
product provides feedback, including performance data, to
the research team to guide future development of the
product.
e. Six months after the funded collaboration
period, the research product is still being used by the
development project or by a successor development project.
f. Independent of the success of the collaborations,
“lessons learned” regarding the challenges and success
factors for software development technology infusion
within NASA.
To date, six collaborations have completed, all of them
achieving a “penetration factor” of 9 (as measured on the
NASA Software Assurance Research Program’s scale of 1
– 9)—the results of applying the technology were actually
used on the project. In the historical context, this level of
penetration of new software engineering technologies is
rare. One collaboration resulted in success criterion (e) –
technology is still in use 6 months after the end of the
collaboration – and (c) – the technology is in the center’s
list of recommended development practices; two other
collaborations are planning to adopt (and so would lead to
(e)); and yet two more are investigating adoption in their
context.

5. LESSONS LEARNED
Research Infusion’s technology selection criteria have
remained largely unaltered through several years of scrutiny
an application. However, several modifications are
recommended for the future.
A greater emphasis should be placed on the criterion “How
easily can the research product(s) be integrated into a
software development project?” While this is stated as a
constraint on the technology, it is a relation between the
technology and the development environment, and it
requires more careful evaluation by the collaboration team
prior to proposal submission. For example, several

collaborations have had unexpected difficulty due to
incompatibilities in the compiler (or other development
tool) used on the project and the requirements of the
technology. This can be a more serious issue at NASA than
elsewhere because of the very conservative nature of NASA
software
development,
supporting
long-obsolete
development platforms, in contrast to the most current
environments that are typically supported by new software
engineering technologies.
Also, the evaluation criteria for collaboration proposals
need to take into account contractual risks (this has not
been made explicit to the collaboration team to date). The
question can be interpreted in “cost/benefit” terms—will so
much time be spent on handling contractual issues that the
collaboration is put at risk. Again, this is a particularly
significant issue for NASA projects where there can be a
high administrative overhead (including long delays as well
as personnel effort) in getting necessary approvals. These
obstacles have the potential for derailing projects with low
funding and short duration.
Another risk that should be recognized and mitigated results
from the classification of the collaboration’s target
software. Software that is classified as export-controlled
may limit collaboration participation by technology
developers. Unfortunately, the most safety- and missioncritical code is often classified as ITAR at NASA.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The overall impact and benefits of research infusion to
space systems are several: previously-inaccessible software
assurance technologies have been successfully infused;
some have been adopted for inclusion in organizations’
development practice; several have continued to be used for
some time following the end of the collaboration; the
software development team has provided feedback to the
technology developers; and lessons learned have been
identified regarding the challenges and success factors for
software development within NASA [6].
Research Infusion has demonstrated an inexpensive and
effective process for brokering matches between software
engineering researchers and practitioners that can be
incorporated into NASA’s overall strategies for infusion of
software engineering research products, and specifically for
research products that can improve software safety and
mission assurance.
As our procedures are codified and the research infusion
team has gained experience, our approach is likely to scale
to a greater range of software engineering technologies (not
just those addressing software assurance) and to larger
numbers of collaborations. Expansion of scope to more
“revolutionary” technologies—technologies requiring a

more significant change to an existing software
development process model, or to the required
infrastructure—is likely to require adaptations in the
Research Infusion business model.
If selected for a full paper, this position paper will be
expanded to give specific details of the current and
completed collaborations and the outcomes of the use of the
technology.
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